
 

BERA SPRING RETREAT 
After 2+ years of Zoom meetings, it sure was nice to see everyone 
face-to-face at the 2022 Spring Retreat! Researchers and partner 
representatives gathered for three days of science discussions in 
Kananaskis Country. Retreat participants worked hard on research 
project updates, field protocols, and collaboration strategies 
before heading north for a very busy field season.  

 

BERA welcomes new 
researchers Alessandro 
Franceschini (PhD student, 
Human/Wildlife Team) and 
Leonardo Viliani, PhD student, 
Vegetation Team). 
 
New Publications: 

 
• Relative Importance for 

Lincoln’s Sparrow (Melospiza 
lincolnii) Occupancy of 
Vegetation Type versus Noise 
Caused by Industrial 
Development 
 

• How mounds are made 
matters: Seismic line 
restoration techniques affect 
peat physical and chemical 
properties throughout the peat 
profile 

Spring 2022 

Jasper Koch, Patrick Klotz, Marlis Hegels, 
and Niklas Heiss are from Ludwig 
Maximilian University of Munich, 
Germany. The four researchers are 
spending six months in Canada through 
the Mitacs Globallink program, and will 
complete their Masters theses on projects 
as part of the Remote Sensing and 
Soils/Ecohydrology teams. 
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS (1 OF 2) 
 

 
 
 
Mounding is a common restoration technique designed to improve microsite conditions for 
planted seedlings in wetlands. There are a variety of strategies for constructing mounds, though, 
and how mounds are made matters. In this paper, Kim Kleinke and colleagues in the Soils and 
Ecohydrology team show how new mounding techniques – intact mounding and hummock transfer 
– result in higher soil quality than current methods of inverted mounding. 
 
For the full article click here. 
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS (2 OF 2) 
 

 
 
 
Noise from industrial disturbance can affect the behaviour of songbirds and other wildlife in 
northern Alberta. In this research, Natalie Sanchez and colleagues in the Humans/Wildlife team 
show of Lincoln’s sparrow have adapted their song patterns to deal with chronic noise from 
compressor stations.  
 
To read the peer-reviewed article behind this research, click here. 
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